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Subject: Teaching Legal Research

Useful for: Useful for those who teach a civil litigation/client-focused law course.

Format: Chapters with resource comparison charts.

Reviewer’s Comments:

The second edition of Short & Happy Guide to Advanced Legal Research contains some
important updates compared to the first edition from two years ago. First, all of the
screenshots are updated to reflect the current layout of the online resources. Second,
the comparison charts reflect any changes in those resources, too. Lastly, additional
changes and edits reflect better flow and formatting, however there are not many
substantive updates.

There are some distinct differences between the print and ebook versions of this text.
When using the print version of this book, the charts are much easier to interpret. The
ebook version shows them as lists, and it is slightly confusing. There are many useful
advantages to using the ebook over the paperback. Navigation and accessibility are
much better with the ebook because you can read the text on your phone, computer, or
any browser. Plus, when accessing the ebook, you will be able to use all the citations
with hyperlinks and quickly jump to any related resource.

This text’s strengths come from its useful and practice-based legal research information
and guides. Long thoroughly compares various resources with a cost-benefit mindset
critical to a practicing litigator. The author compares resources based on three key
criteria: good, cheap, and fast – where no resource can be all three but a balance
between them. Because of the in-depth review of resources, this book is also an
excellent resource to a collections development law librarian.

By following this short and happy guide, a legal researcher will be equipped with the
skills to dive deep into advanced legal topics, thoroughly examine an issue with all
available resources, stay organized, and know when to conclude their research.
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